Notable Books

The fastest-selling title in the Press's 73-year history

Selected as a finalist of the 2016 National Jewish Book Awards

"Highly recommended."—Choice

Winner of the American Society of Journalists and Authors Writing Award

Doireann Ni Ghriofa received the Rooney Prize for Irish Literature, which celebrates emerging Irish writers.

Honorable Mention for the Association of Jewish Studies Jordan Schnitzer Book Awards in the Jews and the Arts category
Blacks in the Adirondacks
A HISTORY
Sally E. Svenson
With an Afterword by Alice Paden Green
Hardcover $65.00s  978-0-8156-3555-0
Ebook  978-0-8156-5421-6
Paper $34.95  978-0-8156-1093-9
6 x 9, 376 pages, 30 black-and-white illustrations, 1 map, notes, bibliography, index
NOVEMBER 2017

Traces the extensive but little-known history of blacks in the Adirondacks.

“Svenson’s work is filled with thought-provoking and evocative stories of African Americans in the Adirondacks. The book’s restoration of their memory is a significant feat. Fascinating and richly researched.”

—Graham Hodges, author of David Ruggles: A Radical Black Abolitionist and the Underground Railroad in New York City

Blacks in the Adirondacks: A History tells the story of the many African Americans who settled in or passed through this rural, mountainous region of northeastern New York State. In the area for a variety of reasons, some were lifetime residents, while others were there for a few years or months—as summer employees, tuberculosis patients, or in connection with full- or part-time occupations in railroading, the performing arts, and baseball.

From blacks who settled on land gifted to them by Gerrit Smith, a prosperous landowner and fervent abolitionist, to those who worked as waiters in resort hotels, Svenson chronicles their rich and varied experiences, with an emphasis on the 100 years between 1850 and 1950. Many experienced racism and isolation in their separation from larger black populations; some found a sense of community in the scattered black settlements of the region. In this first definitive history, Svenson gives voice to the many blacks who spent time in the Adirondacks and sheds light on their challenges and successes in this remote region.

Sally E. Svenson is an independent scholar. She is the author of Adirondack Churches: A History of Design and Building.
“A very funny yet tragic book, a unique work in the history of Israeli literature and one of only a handful of works that relates to the great humoristic tradition of Eastern European Jewish literature in Hebrew and Yiddish. Highly recommended.”

—Yaron Peleg, Kennedy Leigh Lecturer in Modern Hebrew Studies, University of Cambridge

“The first few episodes of Petty Business bring Honoré de Balzac’s César Birotteau to mind . . . but Pinkus chooses wisely not to show its protagonists in their fall. . . . [It] is not the grand novel about the end of Israeli petit bourgeoisie but a depiction of its last few moments of grace, and it is a wonderful depiction.”

—Motti Fogel, Achbar Ha’ir

As they do every year, Yosef Zinman, a well-to-do Tel Aviv grocer, and his beloved wife Zippi plan a vacation during the holiday of Sukkot to Seefeld in the mountainous Tirols region of Austria. This year, Zippi decides to invite her sister, who has fallen on hard times with a failing perfumery business. Soon, more and more relatives join in on the trip, and the expenses quickly begin to add up. To gather all the funds needed, the family goes into the business of inexpensive clothing and fashion shows for workers’ unions. The summer promises handsome revenues, but as the Zinman family nears their goal, they become increasingly vexed by their competing interests.

A tragic-comic novel in its essence, Petty Business chronicles a year in one family’s life, set against the backdrop of Tel Aviv’s rapidly changing global economy in the early 1990s. Pinkus’s biting critique of Tel Aviv’s provincial character and its residents’ shtetl mentality is delivered with a perfect combination of wit, humor, and tender pathos.

Yirmi Pinkus is an Israeli writer and illustrator living in Tel Aviv. In 2010, he won the Prime Minister’s Award for his achievements both as a novelist and as a comics artist. Petty Business was short-listed for the 2013 Sapir prize.
The People of Godlbozhits

Leyb Rashkin

Translated from the Yiddish by Jordan Finkin
With an Introduction by David Rechter

Hardcover $75.00s 978-0-8156-3552-9
Paper $39.95 978-0-8156-1092-2
6 x 9, 480 pages
Series: Judaic Traditions in Literature, Music, and Art
SEPTEMBER 2017

A tragic-comic novel of Jewish life in interwar Poland.

“The novel is an element—an important, albeit neglected, one—in the puzzle of Yiddish literature created in the pre-Holocaust decades of the 20th century. Jordan Finkin’s excellent translation gives a chance to include Rashkin’s literary legacy in the contemporary academic discourse.”
—Gennady Estraikh, clinical professor of Hebrew and Judaic Studies, New York University

“A major work capturing the penultimate hour of Polish Jewish existence. . . . It is both hilarious and gruesome. The act of translating [it] is an invaluable gift for mankind, for we are offered an inside view of a battered but still vibrant Jewish world that no one could have expected to be exterminated to its roots within three years.”
—Seth Wolitz, professor emeritus, Schusterman Center for Jewish Studies, University of Texas

First published in 1936, The People of Godlbozhits depicts the ordinary yet deeply complex life of a Jewish community, following the fortunes of one family and its many descendants. Set in a shtetl in Poland between the world wars, Rashkin’s satiric novel offers a vivid cross-section not only of the residents’ triumphs and struggles but also of their dense and complicated web of humanity. With biting humor and acerbic wit, Rashkin portrays the stratified society—the petty bourgeoisie, artisans, and proletariat—observing the crookedness at every level. The novel’s brisk and oftentimes lively Yiddish prose and its colorful and irascible cast of characters give readers a Yiddish Yoknapatawpha in all its tragic absurdity.

Leyb Rashkin (pen name of Shol Fridman; 1903/4-1939) was born in Kazimierz Dolny, where he was the manager of a cooperative bank and of several hardware stores. The People of Godlbozhits was awarded a literary prize by the Polish Jewish PEN club.

Jordan Finkin is a librarian at the Klau Library of the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati. He is the author of several books, including An Inch or Two of Time: Time and Space in Jewish Modernisms.
The Deep Heart’s Core
IRISH POETS REVISIT A TOUCHSTONE POEM
Edited by Eugene O’Connell and Pat Boran
Foreword by Bernard O’Donoghue

Paper $16.95 978-1-910251-18-8
5½ x 8½, 318 pages
JULY 2017

In The Deep Heart’s Core, some 100 Irish poets revisit a favorite, key, or touchstone poem of their own and offer a short commentary on its impact. The result is an illuminating, thought-provoking, and unique anthology that offers a rare glimpse into the thinking, feeling, and craft behind the finished poems. The Deep Heart’s Core is both an ideal introduction to contemporary Irish poetry for the general reader and a handbook for the aspiring practitioner or student.

After Love
Paddy Bushe
for Fiona

The cockle relaxes its grip. Small creatures, Like nerves on the estuary of our bodies, Settle again, and discover once more Their oozing world, as the tide recedes.
The frantic seaweed, stilled now, Only half regrets the small rivulets Still trickling, unpractised, towards the sea. The small salt-grassed islands can forget The surge and swell that joined them And go back to just being islands, For the time being, and the space being, To ring and ring and ring in silence.
A lark is climbing through octaves of the sky To celebrate us, high and dry.
A Century of Progress? Irish Women Reflect
Edited by Alan Hayes and Máire Meagher

**Paper $35.00** 978-1-851321-55-1
5½ x 8½, 428 pages

**JULY 2017**

In *A Century of Progress? Irish Women Reflect*, Hayes and Meagher collect a series of essays to survey the position of women in Irish society over the past century. The volume’s wide-ranging time span and its frame of equality and social justice issues set it apart from similar anthologies. Contributors tackle abortion, human rights, the gendered order of caring, poverty, violence against women, the constitution and legislation, as well as media and the arts. In both the North and South of Ireland, this book gives voice to the powerful and effective women and men working together to overcome inequalities and injustices.

Eavan Boland: Inside History
Edited by Siobhan Campbell and Nessa O’Mahony

**Cloth $75.00** 978-1-851321-50-6
**Paper $35.00** 978-1-851321-40-7
5½ x 8½, 366 pages

**JULY 2017**

Through critical and creative responses, *Eavan Boland: Inside History* takes a fresh look at Boland’s influence as a poet and critic for the twenty-first century. The essays, poems, and interviews gathered here provide a new frame for critically engaging with Boland’s work, one that crosses continental and aesthetic boundaries.

Contributors include:
- Jody Allen Randolph
- Dermot Bolger
- Thomas Kinsella
- Paula Meehan
- Paul Muldoon
- Colm Tóibín
- Eamonn Wall

Mountains for Breakfast
Geraldine Mitchell

**Paper $22.95** 978-1-851321-64-3
5½ x 8½, 80 pages

**JULY 2017**

In this, Mitchell’s third collection, her words spring from a landscape sculpted by harsh Atlantic weather that infiltrates, informs, and ultimately illuminates every aspect of her poetry. We embark on a voyage through memory loss, its isolating silence, and, ultimately, death. All the while, like a chorus in the unfolding drama, the poet’s landscape is present with its constants of wind, rain, sea, mountains, and, from time to time, a redemptive glimpse of sun.
New books distributed for Arlen House

**Washing Windows?**
**IRISH WOMEN WRITE POETRY**
Edited by Alan Hayes
Compiled in honor of pioneering poet Eavan Boland and Ireland's first feminist publisher, Catherine Rose, Washing Windows? is a wide-ranging collection of poetry by 100 contemporary Irish women writers.

**Paper $24.95** 978-1-85132-179-7
5½ x 8½, 144 pages

**JULY 2017**

**Between the Leaves**
**NEW HAIKU WRITING FROM IRELAND**
Edited by Anatoly Kudryavitsky
Between the Leaves is an anthology of new haiku from Ireland, comprising work from over sixty poets, many of whom have won awards in the United States, Canada, and Japan.

**Paper $24.95** 978-1-85132-159-9
5½ x 8½, 128 pages

**JULY 2017**

**Honest Walls**
Luke Morgan
Honest Walls is the debut poetry collection from Dublin-born writer, filmmaker, and actor Luke Morgan. Whether he is imagining a café in liftoff or playing with a skeleton in a science lab, the author connects us to the moment, maps it, brings us beyond it, and changes the way we look at the world.

**Paper $19.95** 978-1-85132-138-4
5½ x 8½, 64 pages

**JULY 2017**

**The Inexperienced Midwife**
Miceál Kearney
In this second collection from the young Galway poet and farmer, themes of birth, personal development, and death run through the poems. There is also an autobiographical strand, with poems that span from within a working farm, across cultural divides to the intimacy of unorthodox relationships.

**Paper $19.95** 978-1-85132-132-2
5½ x 8½, 64 pages

**JULY 2017**

**Spellbound : Fé Gheasa**
Dairena Ní Chinnéide
A bilingual collection (in English and Irish) from the renowned Kerry poet, exploring themes of living and coping with the complicated wonders of being bipolar.

**Paper $24.95** 978-1-85132-162-9
5½ x 8½, 138 pages

**JULY 2017**

**Wild Pulses : Cuislí Allta**
Deirdre Brennan
These selected poems (in English and Irish) cover four decades of this acclaimed poet's work and explore themes including birth and women's affairs, nature, love and imagination, war, aging, and death.

**Paper $24.95** 978-1-85132-157-5
5½ x 8½, 214 pages

**JULY 2017**

**Silver**
Mary Coll and Margaret Lonergan
In this, the second collection from Limerick poet Mary Coll, her witty poems about love, marriage, and family are enhanced with images by visual artist Margaret Lonergan.

**Paper $19.95** 978-1-85132-163-6
5½ x 8½, 64 pages

**JULY 2017**

**Parvit of Agelast**
A FANTASY IN VERSE
Máighréad Medbh
This highly evolved verse novel, inspired by the flamboyance of Irish artist Pauline Bewick's art, gives epic treatment to the themes of gender, the body, time, and the meaning of myth in this post-postmodern world.

**Paper $24.95** 978-1-85132-158-2
5½ x 8½, 178 pages

**JULY 2017**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lady Cassie Peregrina</td>
<td>Terry McDonagh</td>
<td>This is a journey-in-verse from County Mayo to Hamburg, Germany, in the company of a border collie, Lady Cassie, with three sections devoted to Lady Cassie's point of view and three to the poet's. It is a venture of discovery—transforming familiar motifs and ways of seeing the ordinary.</td>
<td>Paper $22.95</td>
<td>978-1-851321-60-5</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liminal Blue</td>
<td>Theodore Deppe</td>
<td>Liminal Blue, Theodore Deppe’s sixth collection, comprises twelve shorter poems, a lyric essay, and a book-length poem that begins with a swim in the North Atlantic after his father’s death.</td>
<td>Paper $24.95</td>
<td>978-1-851321-34-6</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland’s Legendary Women</td>
<td>Rosemarie Rowley</td>
<td>In the author’s seventh collection, Rowley explores myths and legends from Irish history concerning women, including the wooing of Etain, the sorrows of Deirdre, the Women Bards of Connaught, Ireland’s Fairy Queens, the Mother, and the elopement of Diarmuid and Grainne.</td>
<td>Paper $24.95</td>
<td>978-1-851321-56-8</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Fascination with Fabric</td>
<td>Eileen Casey</td>
<td>This inspiring collection of essays covers a broad range of topics: the passing of Seamus Heaney, meeting William Trevor, the Bayno (The history of the Iveagh Trust), being crowned Miss Mod in the 1970s in a dance hall in County Offaly, and travels in the Alps, among a host of others.</td>
<td>Paper $24.95</td>
<td>978-1-851320-82-0</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Black Dogs Sing</td>
<td>Tanya Farrelly</td>
<td>Farrelly’s collection introduces us to an intriguing range of 21st-century Irish characters. A young woman rents a room in the home of an eccentric photographer; a poet attends a party at his girlfriend’s family home to find that the invite was made with nefarious intention; and a husband is outraged to discover that his wife is posing at a life drawing class.</td>
<td>Paper $24.95</td>
<td>978-1-851321-47-6</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Price of Desire</td>
<td>Phyl Herbert</td>
<td>In Herbert’s collection, twin sisters share an uneasy reunion in a spa hotel, as secrets bubble up between them; an aging farmer wakes to an empty day, filled only with the sour legacy of betrayal; and a young woman makes a startling bid for freedom with Freddie Mercury’s golden voice ringing in her ears.</td>
<td>Paper $24.95</td>
<td>978-1-851321-43-8</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Virtues of the Rising: Seacht mBua an Éirí Amach</td>
<td>Pádraic Ó Conaire</td>
<td>Translations by Diarmuid de Faoite First published in Irish in 1918, these seven stories are available in English for the first time. Each story explores the ways in which the 1916 Easter Rising affected the lives of ordinary men and women.</td>
<td>Paper $29.95</td>
<td>978-1-851321-61-2</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Molony</td>
<td>Nell Regan</td>
<td>Regan sheds light not only on Helena Molony but on the many causes and characters she worked with during her long public career working as an Abbey Theatre actor, fighting in the 1916 Easter Rising, and as a leading trade unionist.</td>
<td>Paper $35.00</td>
<td>978-1-851321-65-0</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 8 1/2</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>JULY 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISTRIBUTED TITLES**
New in Paper

Also available in paper...

**Prelude to Prison**
STUDENT PERSPECTIVES ON SCHOOL SUSPENSION
Marsha Weissman

"An invaluable resource for leaders and policy makers concerning this 'unnecessary' prison pipeline."—Journal of Pan African Studies

**Paper** $29.95s 978-0-8165-3524-6  
**Ebook** 978-0-8156-5298-4

---

**Market Orientalism**
CULTURAL ECONOMY AND THE ARAB GULF STATES
Benjamin Smith

"The author’s solid interdisciplinary bibliography strongly complements his fieldwork.... Highly recommended."—Choice

**Paper** $29.95s 978-0-8156-3522-2  
**Ebook** 978-0-8156-5344-8

---

**Arabs and the Art of Storytelling**
A STRANGE FAMILIARITY
Abdelfattah Kilito
Translated by Mbarek Sryfi and Eric Sellin

"Graceful, thought-provoking, erudite, Abdelfattah Kilito illuminates the Arabic narrative tradition and narrative itself."
—Gerald Prince, University of Pennsylvania

**Paper** $19.95s 978-0-8156-3518-5  
**Ebook** 978-0-8156-5286-1

---

**When the Danube Ran Red**
Zsuzsanna Ozsváth
With a Foreword by David Patterson

**Paper** $14.95 978-0-8156-1090-8  
**Ebook** 978-0-8156-5110-9

5½ x 8½, 200 pages, 7 black-and-white illustrations, notes

Series: Religion, Theology, and the Holocaust

**JULY 2017**

"A highly polished literary work, with direct speech inserted into the text to convey a sense of immediacy, and dramatic final sentences placed at chapter endings. In short, this is a hybrid text that needs to be read at the intersection where memoir, history, and literature meet."—English Historical Review

"This powerful and astute memoir, written by a mature woman many years after the events narrated, embodies a child’s-eye view of the Holocaust in Hungary."—The Sewanee Review
Mohammad Mosaddeq and the 1953 Coup in Iran
Edited by Mark J. Gasiorowski and Malcolm Byrne

Paper $29.95 978-0-8156-3529-1  Ebook 978-0-8156-3017-3
6½ x 9¼, 384 pages, 14 black-and-white illustrations, 3 tables, notes, bibliography, index
Series: Modern Intellectual and Political History of the Middle East
JULY 2017

“More books should have such a pedigree. . . . Seven polished studies that speak to each other. . . . The book [provides] a richly and tightly reasoned setting out of what might be dubbed the emerging scholarly synthesis: the British started it, but the United States took it over; Cold War concerns about ‘losing’ Iran were a greater factor than was oil nationalization.” —Foreign Affairs

“Gasiorowski, the world’s foremost living authority on the conduct of the coup, provides a detailed and fascinating account of its various stages based on published materials and interviews with former CIA operatives.” —International Journal of Middle East Studies

“The articles are meticulously researched and thick with detail. Moreover, many of them . . . use interviews to supplement the available written sources.” —Middle East Journal

Thou Shalt Not Speak My Language
Abdelfattah Kilito
Translated from the Arabic by Wail S. Hassan

5½ x 8¼, 128 pages, notes, bibliography
Series: Middle East Literature in Translation
JULY 2017

“One of the most original and imaginative Arab literary critics working today. A keen close-reader, he is driven by a sense of playfulness and irony, and is untrammeled by Western literary theory today. . . . Essential.” —Choice

“Its availability to Anglophone scholars of Arabic literature, as well as students of comparative literature and literary theory, [is] an invaluable service to the literary profession.” —Terry DeYoung, author of Placing the Poet: Badr Shakir al-Sayyab and Postcolonial Iraq
All Dressed Up
MODERN IRISH HISTORICAL PAGEANTRY
Joan FitzPatrick Dean

Paper $29.95s 978-0-8156-3527-7  Ebook 978-0-8156-5284-7
6 x 9, 360 pages, 8 color and 29 black-and-white illustrations, appendix, notes, glossary, bibliography, index
Series: Irish Studies
SEPTEMBER 2017

“This brilliantly conceived and evocatively written book could not be more timely—it deserves to become a classic.”—Irish Arts Review

“All Dressed Up is a memorable and necessary addition to our understanding of how historical pageantry was vitally important to the evolution of theatre and performance within an increasingly global Irish context.”—Comparative Drama

“Dean’s reach is both deep and wide . . . she sketches the broad socio-historical contexts involved in the production of pageants, deftly stitching together different interest groups, political agendas, literary sources, and dramatis personae.”—Canadian Journal of Irish Studies

“In her marvelous new book, Joan FitzPatrick Dean explores the pervasive yet elusive phenomenon of Irish historical pageantry and traces its manifestations over the course of the entire twentieth century.”—Breac: A Digital Journal of Irish Studies

Screwball Television
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GILMORE GIRLS
Edited by David Scott Diffrient with David Lavery

Paper $29.95s 978-0-8156-3528-4  Ebook 978-0-8156-5069-0
6 x 9, 424 pages, appendix, notes, references, index
Series: Television and Popular Culture
SEPTEMBER 2017

Bringing together seventeen original essays by scholars from around the world, Screwball Television offers a variety of international perspectives on Gilmore Girls (WB/CW, 2000–2007). In this tightly focused yet wide-ranging collection, scholars discuss the show’s debt to Hollywood’s screwball comedies of the 1930s, its pervasive use of intertextual references, and its image as a “kinder, gentler kind of cult television series.”

Screwball Television seeks to bring Gilmore Girls more fully into academic discourse not only as a topic worthy of critical scrutiny but also as an infinitely rewarding text capable of stimulating the imagination of students beyond the classroom.
Big Medicine from Six Nations
Ted Williams
Edited and with an Afterword by Debra Roberts

**Paper $24.95** 978-0-8156-1094-6  
**6 x 9, 368 pages, 14 black-and-white illustrations**

Series: The Iroquois and Their Neighbors  
**SEPTEMBER 2017**

“Williams shares incredible stories of vision quests, songs of power, and the healing abilities of Indian Medicine in the follow-up to his much-lauded 1976 title, *The Reservation*. . . . This enjoyable read will prove both challenging and heartening for those with an open mind.” —Publishers Weekly

“The syncretistic aspect of these stories that blend Christianity with traditional Tuscarora beliefs is fascinating, making the book valuable for those interested in anthropology and religion.” —Journal of Anthropological Research

Also available by Ted Williams . . .

**The Reservation**  
**40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION**  
**Paper $19.95** 978-0-8156-0197-5  
**6 x 9, 280 pages**

Planning the American Indian Reservation
Nicholas Christos Zaferatos
With a Foreword by Brian Cladoosby

**Paper $29.95** 978-0-8156-3542-0  
**Ebook 978-0-8156-5318-9**  
**6 x 9, 376 pages, 21 black-and-white illustrations, appendix, notes, references, index**  
**SEPTEMBER 2017**

“The book is divided into four parts. Each part provides rich information related to thinking and planning in Native communities. . . . A good read for students and faculty in planning, politicians, and other stakeholders.” —Journal of American Indian Higher Education

“Zaferatos discusses the complex conditions under which tribal governments operate but also provides readers with tangible ways in which tribes can better develop economically by delving into the obstacles and the opportunities that tribal governments face today. In doing so, he also advances the idea that strategic planning and development can foster even greater political gains than activism alone. This is a must read for both students and practitioners. Essential.” —Choice
Geography is a dynamic and diverse discipline, and here at Syracuse University Press we are fortunate to work closely with scholars from the world-renowned Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. The Press is committed to increasing our excellent offerings in the field of geography, working with the Maxwell School’s Donald Mitchell, Thomas Perreault, and Robert Wilson, the advisors for our series Syracuse Studies in Geography. This season, my Director’s Choice is *From Rice Fields to Killing Fields: Nature, Law, and Labor under the Khmer Rouge*, in which James A. Tyner presents a Marxist interpretation of the policies and practices initiated by the Khmer Rouge during the Cambodian genocide. He demonstrates how Democratic Kampuchea provides a remarkable case study for geographers and other social scientists to gain insight into relations of production, consumption, and violence. I am delighted to add this important book to our list and hereby reiterate our strong commitment to publishing in the social sciences.

—Alice Randel Pfeiffer, director
“A must-read for students of Cambodia and of state-led economic development. Tyner argues that Khmer Rouge leaders inductively drew lessons from physical conditions and economic practice to shape the contours of their revolutionary society, culminating in a specialized form of state capitalism. His analysis complicates what we know of the nature of Cambodian communism lurking behind the mass killings in Democratic Kampuchea.”

—Andrew Mertha, professor of government, Cornell University

**Director’s Choice for Fall 2017**

**From Rice Fields to Killing Fields**

*NATURE, LIFE, AND LABOR UNDER THE KHMER ROUGE*

James A. Tyner

 Hardcover $60.00 / 978-0-8156-3556-7
 Ebook 978-0-8156-5422-3
 Paper $29.95 / 978-0-8156-3541-3

6 x 9, 288 pages, 9 black-and-white illustrations, 2 maps, bibliography, index

Series: Syracuse Studies in Geography

SEPTEMBER 2017

A documentary-based Marxist interpretation of the policies and practices initiated by the Khmer Rouge during the Cambodian genocide.

Between 1975 and 1979, the Communist Party of Kampuchea fundamentally transformed the social, economic, political, and natural landscape of Cambodia. During this time, as many as two million Cambodians died from exposure, disease, and starvation, or were executed at the hands of the party. The dominant interpretation of Cambodian history during this period presents the CPK as a totalitarian, communist, and autarkic regime seeking to reorganize Cambodian society around a primitive, agrarian political economy.

*From Rice Fields to Killing Fields* challenges previous interpretations and provides a documentary-based Marxist interpretation of the political economy of Democratic Kampuchea. Tyner argues that Cambodia’s mass violence was the consequence not of the deranged attitudes and paranoia of a few tyrannical leaders but of the structural violence, the direct result of a series of political and economic reforms that were designed to accumulate capital rapidly: the dispossession of hundreds of thousands of people through forced evacuations, the imposition of starvation wages, the promotion of import-substitution policies, and the intensification of agricultural production through forced labor. Moving beyond the Cambodian genocide, Tyner maintains that it is a mistake to view Democratic Kampuchea in isolation, as an aberration or something unique. Rather, the policies and practices initiated by the Khmer Rouge must be seen in a larger, historical-geographical context.

James A. Tyner is professor of geography at Kent State University. He is the author of more than a dozen books, including *Genocide and the Geographical Imagination: Life and Death in Germany, China, and Cambodia.*
Blood and Faith
CHRISTIANITY IN AMERICAN WHITE NATIONALISM
Damon T. Berry

Explores the complex relationship between Christianity and American white nationalists.

“A powerful, original, and extremely timely book. Tracing the history of white nationalism in the United States, Berry examines a series of hugely influential but today little known figures and movements, revealing their key role in the broader landscape of American religious, political, and racist discourses. Perhaps most importantly, Berry’s book also highlights the continuities between these twentieth-century racist currents and our own historical moment, with the rise of the alt-right movement, and the resurgence of white nationalism.”

—Hugh Urban, author of The Church of Scientology: A History of a New Religion

Since the 1980 US presidential races, the term “religious right” has come to signify a politically and socially conservative form of Christianity. This term implies a joining of socially conservative evangelical Christianity with conservative politics that continues to shape the Republican Party to this day. But this relationship is hardly new in American history; certain forms of Christianity have long shared space with the political and nationalist right in the United States.

Less well known, however, are the various other religions that have influenced white racist activities in America. The recent popularity of these ideologies has caused a shift away from, and resulting hostility toward, Christianity among white nationalists. In Blood and Faith, Berry explores the causes of this shift, as well as the challenges it has created for contemporary white nationalists who seek access to the conservative American political mainstream. Building on Michael Barkun’s landmark study of racist Christianity, Religion and the Racist Right, Berry takes a fresh look at the complex and evolving relationship between American white nationalists and religion.

Damon T. Berry is assistant professor in the religious studies department at St. Lawrence University in Canton, New York. He has published articles in the Journal of Hate Studies and Security Journal.
Remapping Modern Germany after National Socialism, 1945-1961

Matthew D. Mingus

Explores the individuals and institutions involved in the creation of Germany’s postwar spatial identity.

“An interesting and well-told story that does a particularly strong job of showing how important cartographic work is to the real construction of political realities.”

—Matthew Hannah, professor of cultural geography, University of Bayreuth, Germany

Located in the often-contentious center of the European continent, German territory has regularly served as a primary tool through which to understand and study Germany’s economic, cultural, and political development. Many German geographers throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries became deeply invested in geopolitical determinism—the idea that a nation’s territorial holdings (or losses) dictate every other aspect of its existence. Taking this as his premise, Mingus focuses on the use of maps as mediums through which the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union sought to reshape German national identity after the Second World War. As important as maps and the study of geography have been to the field of European history, few scholars have looked at the postwar development of occupied Germany through the lens of the map—the most effective means to orient German citizens ontologically within a clearly and purposefully delineated spatial framework. Mingus traces the institutions and individuals involved in the massive cartographic overhaul of postwar Germany. In doing so, he explores not only the causes and methods behind the production and reproduction of Germany’s mapped space but also the very real consequences of this practice.

Matthew D. Mingus is assistant professor of history at the University of New Mexico–Gallup.
Kate O’Brien and Spanish Literary Culture

Jane Davison

Hardcover $55.00L 978-0-8156-3547-5  Ebook 978-0-8156-5413-1
Paper $24.95s 978-0-8156-3535-2
6 x 9, 216 pages, 3 b/w illustrations, notes, bibliography, index
Series: Irish Studies
OCTOBER 2017

Traces the literary influence of three Spanish writers on Kate O’Brien’s work.

“We are a book of real importance, providing a fresh and original reading of a central theme within Kate O’Brien’s writings.” —Eibhear Walshe, author of Kate O’Brien: A Writing Life

One of the most important Irish novelists of the twentieth century, Kate O’Brien (1897–1974) was also a pioneer of women’s writing. In a career that spanned almost fifty years, nine novels, nine plays, two travelogues, and copious criticism, O’Brien rebelled against the narrow nationalism and restrictive Catholicism prevalent in independent Ireland.

In this highly original approach to O’Brien’s work, Davison traces the influence of three leading Spanish writers—Jacinto Benavente, Miguel de Cervantes, and Teresa of Avila. O’Brien’s lifelong fascination with Spanish literature and culture offered an oblique way of resisting the Catholic and conservative imperatives of the Irish Free State. In a series of close comparative readings, Davison identifies the origin of O’Brien’s creative disinhibition and ultimately situates her within a tradition of dissident Irish women writers.

Jane Davison received her PhD from the University of Liverpool. Her research interests include Irish women’s writing, travel writing, and literary modernism.

Laying Out the Bones

DEATH AND DYING IN THE MODERN IRISH NOVEL

Bridget English

Hardcover $60.00L 978-0-8156-3548-2  Ebook 978-0-8156-5414-8
Paper $29.95s 978-0-8156-3536-9
6 x 9, 280 pages, notes, bibliography, index
Series: Irish Studies
NOVEMBER 2017

Explores the ways in which death shapes the structure, form, and development of the Irish novel.

English sheds new light on death and dying in twentieth- and twenty-first century Irish literature as she examines the ways that Irish wake and funeral rituals shape novelistic discourse. She argues that the treatment of death in Irish novels offers a way of making sense of mortality and provides insight into Ireland’s cultural and historical experience of death.

Combining key concepts from narrative theory—such as readers’ competing desires for a story and for closure—with Irish cultural analyses and literary criticism, English performs astute close readings of death in select novels by Joyce, Beckett, Kate O’Brien, John McGahern, and Anne Enright. With each chapter, she demonstrates how novelistic narrative serves as a way of mediating between the physical facts of death and its lasting impact on the living. English suggests that while Catholic conceptions of death have always been challenged by alternative secular value systems, these systems have also struggled to find meaningful alternatives to the consolation offered by religious conceptions of the afterlife.

Bridget English holds a PhD in English from Maynooth University in Ireland.
**J. M. Synge and Travel Writing of the Irish Revival**

Giulia Bruna

**Hardcover** $60.00 978-0-8156-3545-1  
**Paper** $29.95 978-0-8156-3533-8  
**Ebook** 978-0-8156-5411-7

6 x 9, 256 pages, 10 black-and-white illustrations, notes, bibliography, index  
Series: Irish Studies  
**OCTOBER 2017**

Sketches a new portrait of one of the most influential figures of the Irish Literary Renaissance.

“Bruna expertly delineates the manner in which Synge's travel writings about Ireland do not fit neatly into the dominant imperial or nationalist tenor of the texts produced by his contemporaries.”

—Mary M. Burke, author of "Tinkers": Synge and the Cultural History of the Irish Traveller

Between the late 1890s and the early 1900s, the young Irish writer John Millington Synge journeyed across his home country, documenting his travels intermittently for ten years. His body of travel writing includes the travel book *The Aran Islands*, his literary journalism about West Kerry and Wicklow published in various periodicals, and his articles for the *Manchester Guardian* about rural poverty in Connemara and Mayo. Although Synge's nonfiction is often considered of minor weight compared with his drama, Bruna argues persuasively that his travel narratives are instances of a pioneering ethnographic and journalistic imagination.

*J. M. Synge and Travel Writing of the Irish Revival* is the first comprehensive study of Synge's travel writing about Ireland, compiled during the zeitgeist of the preindependence Revival movement. Bruna argues that Synge's nonfiction subverts inherited modes of travel writing that put an emphasis on Empire and Nation. Synge's writing challenges these grand narratives by expressing a more complex idea of Irishness grounded in his empathetic observation of the local rural communities he traveled amongst. Drawing from critically neglected revivalist travel literature, newspapers and periodicals, and visual and archival documents, Bruna sketches a new portrait of a seminal Irish Literary Renaissance figure and sheds new light on the itineraries of activism and literary engagement of the broader Revival movement.

**Giulia Bruna** is a research associate of the University College Dublin Humanities Institute. She has published articles in *Studies in Travel Writing, Irish Studies Review, Studi Irlandesi: A Journal of Irish Studies,* and *Global Literary Journalism.*
Mihrî Hatun
PERFORMANCE, GENDER-BENDING, AND SUBVERSION IN OTTOMAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY

Didem Havlioğlu

Hardcover $55.00L 978-0-8156-3549-9       Ebook 978-0-8156-5415-5
Paper $24.95s 978-0-8156-3537-6

5½ x 8¼, 248 pages, 3 color and 4 black-and-white illustrations, 3 tables, notes, glossary, bibliography, index

Series: Gender, Culture, and Politics in the Middle East

NOVEMBER 2017

A glimpse into the early modern Ottoman woman’s intellectual world.

“This is a path-breaking book. Its value lies not in ‘completeness’ but in showing the way toward more complete and nuanced studies of early modern women’s poetry in the Ottoman Empire.”

—Walter G. Andrews, research professor, Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilization, University of Washington

The early modern Ottoman poet Mihrî Hatun (1460–1515) succeeded in drawing an admiring audience and considerable renown during a time when few women were accepted into the male-dominated intellectual circles. Her poetry collection is among the earliest bodies of women’s writing in the Middle East and Islamicate literature, providing an exceptional vantage point on intellectual history. With this volume, Havlioğlu not only gives readers access to this rare text but also investigates the factors that allowed Hatun to survive and thrive despite her clear departure from the cultural norms of the time. Placing the poet in the context of her era and environment, Havlioğlu finds that the poet’s dramatic, masterful performance and subversiveness are the very reasons for her endurance and acclaim in intellectual history. Hatun performed in a way that embraced her marginal position as a woman and leveraged it to her advantage. Havlioğlu’s astute and nuanced portrait gives readers a fascinating glimpse into the life of a woman poet in a highly gendered society and suggests that women have been part of intellectual history long before the modern period.

Didem Havlioğlu is a lecturing fellow in the Department of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies at Duke University. She has published numerous articles in such journals as the Journal of Middle East Women’s Studies, the Journal of Turkish Studies, and the Turkish Historical Review.
Arab Family Studies
CRITICAL REVIEWS
Edited by Suad Joseph
Hardcover $125.00 978-0-8156-3559-8
Paper $69.95 978-0-8156-3558-1
Ebook 978-0-8156-5424-7
8½ x 11, 624 pages, 1 black-and-white illustration, 3 tables, notes, bibliography, index
Series: Gender, Culture, and Politics in the Middle East
NOVEMBER 2017

A comprehensive review of available scholarship on Arab families, detailing the major themes, methods, and case studies.

Family remains the most powerful social idiom and one of the most powerful social structures throughout the Arab world. To engender love of nation among its citizens, national movements portray the nation as a family. To motivate loyalty, political leaders frame themselves as fathers, mothers, brothers, or sisters to their clients, parties, or the citizenry. To stimulate production, economic actors evoke the sense of duty and mutual commitment of family obligation. To sanctify their edicts, clerics wrap religion in the moralities of family and family in the moralities of religion. Social and political movements, from the most secular to the most religious, pull on the tender strings of family love to recruit and bind their members to each other. To call someone family is to offer them almost the highest possible intimacy, loyalty, rights, reciprocities, and dignity.

In recognizing the significance of the concept of family, this state-of-the-art literature review captures the major theories, methods, and case studies carried out on Arab families over the past century. The book offers a country-by-country critical assessment of the available scholarship on Arab families. Sixteen chapters focus on specific countries or groups of countries; seven chapters offer examinations of the literature on key topical issues. Joseph's volume provides an indispensable resource to researchers and students, and advances Arab family studies as a critical independent field of scholarship.

Suad Joseph is Distinguished Research Professor of Anthropology and Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies at the University of California, Davis.

“A monumental piece of scholarship, obviously years in the making. Undoubtedly, it will be an invaluable resource for anyone carrying out research or teaching on family and kinship in the Arab world.”

—Julie Peteet, professor of anthropology and director of the Middle East and Islamic Studies program, University of Louisville
“What! Still Alive?!?”

JEWISH SURVIVORS IN POLAND AND ISRAEL REMEMBER HOMECOMING

Monika Rice

Hardcover $60.00 978-0-8156-3553-6  Ebook 978-0-8156-5419-3
Paper $29.95 978-0-8156-3539-0

6 x 9, 288 pages, 2 tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index
Series: Modern Jewish History

OCTOBER 2017

“A critical study of the memories of Jewish Holocaust survivors.” – Antony Polonsky, professor emeritus of Holocaust studies, Brandeis University

“What! Still Alive?!” offers a powerful and deeply affecting examination of the complex memories of Jewish survivors returning to their homes in Poland after the Holocaust. These survivors left unparalleled testimonies of their first impressions with the Jewish historical commissions from 1944 to 1950.

As many survivors found they were no longer welcome by their Polish neighbors, they chose to settle in the new state of Israel. Again, these surviving Jews left testimonies describing their postwar returns. In “What! Still Alive?!” Rice investigates the transformation of survivors’ memories from the first account after their initial return to Poland and later accounts, recorded at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem between 1955 and 1970. Through close readings of these firsthand narratives, Rice traces the ways in which the passage of time and a changing geopolitical context influenced the survivors’ memories.

Monika Rice teaches courses in Catholic studies and Jewish-Christian studies at Seton Hall University.

One Step toward Jerusalem

ORAL HISTORIES OF ORTHODOX JEWS IN STALINIST HUNGARY

Sándor Bacska

Translated from the Hungarian by Eva Maria Thury

Hardcover $60.00 978-0-8156-3543-7  Ebook 978-0-8156-5409-4
Paper $29.95 978-0-8156-3531-4

6 x 9, 248 pages, 12 b/w illustrations, notes, glossary, bibliography, index
Series: Modern Jewish History

NOVEMBER 2017

“A poignant oral history of Orthodox Jewry in Hungary during the Stalinist years.”

Originally published in 1997, Bacska’s powerful ethnography portrays the political, religious, and individual forces that came to bear on the Orthodox Jewish tradition as it struggled for survival in the aftermath of the Holocaust in Hungary. Jews who returned to their homes eagerly reestablished their close-knit community lives. However, they were greeted with hostility and faced daily prejudice. Following the fall of Hungarian democracy, the number of Orthodox Jewish congregations dramatically decreased. Those who remained struggled to combat antisemitism and antizionism. It is these individuals, the bearers of the Orthodox Jewish tradition, whom Bacska celebrates and gives voice to in One Step toward Jerusalem. Through detailed interviews and intimate profiles Bacska narrates the individual stories of survival and the collective story of Jews struggling to maintain a community despite significant resistance.

Sándor Bacska is a Hungarian writer, editor, and photographer. Eva Maria Thury is associate professor in the Department of English and Philosophy at Drexel University.
Youth Encounter Programs in Israel

PEDAGOGY, IDENTITY, AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Karen Ross

Hardcover $60.00  978-0-8156-3554-3
Ebook  978-0-8156-5420-9
Paper $29.95  978-0-8156-3540-6

6 x 9, 264 pages, 7 tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index

Series: Syracuse Studies on Peace and Conflict Resolution

OCTOBER 2017

A comparative analysis of Jewish-Palestinian youth encounter programs in Israel.

“This is a thoroughly researched, empirically rich, and valuable contribution to the literature on intergroup encounters in the Israeli/Palestinian context.”

—Ned Lazarus, visiting professor of international affairs at the Elliott School, George Washington University

As the level of distrust and alienation between Jews and Palestinians has risen over the past fifteen years, the support for grassroots organizations’ attempts to bring these two groups closer has stagnated. Jewish-Palestinian youth encounter programs that flourished in the wake of the Oslo Accords now struggle to find support, as their potential to create positive social change in Israeli society is still unknown.

In Youth Encounter Programs in Israel, Ross attempts to assess that potential by considering the relationship between participation in Jewish-Palestinian encounters and the long-term worldview and commitment to social change of their participants. Taking a comparative approach, Ross examines the structure and pedagogical approaches of two organizations in Israel, Peace Child Israel and Sadaka Reut. In doing so, Ross explores how these different organizations shape participants’ national identity, beliefs about social change, and motivation to continue engaging in peace-building activities. Based on more than one hundred interviews with program staff and former participants as well as more than two hundred hours of program observation, Ross’s work fills an important gap in the literature and holds significant relevance for peace education and conflict resolution practitioners.

Karen Ross is assistant professor in the Department of Conflict Resolution, Human Security, and Global Governance at the University of Massachusetts, Boston.
Red Shoes for Rachel
Three Novellas
Boris Sandler
Translated by Barnett Zumoff
“Fascinating characters with appealing and universal experiences. Sandler’s storytelling and Zumoff’s translation are a literary treasure.”—Eitan Kensky, Yiddish Book Center
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-1087-8 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5406-3

Vilna My Vilna
Stories by Abraham Karpinowitz
Translated from the Yiddish by Helen Mintz
Canadian Jewish Literary Award
J. I. Segal Award for Translation
Honorable Mention for Sophy Brody Medal for Achievement in Jewish Literature
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-1060-1 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5352-3

Einstein’s Pacifism and World War I
Virginia Iris Holmes
“The book does an excellent job of bringing the reader through Einstein’s experience of the war and his visceral response to it.”—Daniel Kennefick, coauthor of An Einstein Encyclopedia
Paper $29.95 978-0-8156-1085-4 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5360-8

The Autobiography of James Monroe
Edited by Stuart Gerry Brown
“Few men had a more intimate view of the nation’s first half century than James Monroe. Here is what he saw.”—Rick Atkinson, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of An Army at Dawn
Paper $29.95 978-0-8156-1089-2 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5407-0

Pioneers
The First Breach
S. An-sky
Translated by Rose Waldman
“A compelling narrative about struggles for personal and social transformation among ordinary young Jewish men and women in late 19th century Russia.”—Polly Zavadivker, University of Delaware
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-1084-7 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5404-9

Leaving Russia
A Jewish Story
Maxim D. Shrayrer
2013 National Jewish Book Award Finalist
"An unforgettable first-person account of Jewish life and Jewish suffering during the final years of Russian Communism.”—Jonathan D. Sarna, author of When General Grant Expelled the Jews
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-1088-5 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5243-4

The Implacable Urge to Defame
Cartoon Jews in the American Press, 1877–1935
Matthew Baigell
“A unique and brilliant work, to be studied and referenced for years to come.”—Archie Rand, Brooklyn College, CUNY
Paper $29.95s 978-0-8156-3510-9 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5396-7

Fanny Seward
A Life
Trudy Krisher
“At last Fanny Seward, the precocious, perceptive daughter of Secretary of State William Seward, gets her own book, the book she deserves: warm and literate and engaging.”—Walter Stahr, author of Seward: Lincoln’s Indispensable Man
Cloth $29.95 978-0-8156-1041-0
Ebook 978-0-8156-5295-3

* also available in cloth/hardcover
RECENT AND RECOMMENDED TITLES

The Soul of Central New York
Syracuse Stories by Sean Kirst
Nationally celebrated columnist Sean Kirst offers a deeply moving collection of stories about the struggles and triumphs of the everyday men and women who define Syracuse.

Paper $29.95 978-0-8156-1083-0 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5380-6

Legends Never Die
Athletes and Their Afterlives in Modern America
Richard Ian Kimball
“A thoughtful, engaging work of sport history that helps readers ponder much larger issues.”—Daniel A. Nathan, Department of American Studies, Skidmore College

Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-1086-1 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5405-6

Watching TV with a Linguist
Edited by Kristy Beers Fägersten
“This is an excellent book, which is innovative in its conceptualization, and expertly edited. . . . A must-read for the budding linguist and TV enthusiast.”—Monika Bednarek, senior lecturer, Department of Linguistics, University of Sydney

Paper $34.95 978-0-8156-1081-6 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5395-0

Bigger than Ben-Hur
The Book, Its Adaptations, and Their Audiences
Edited by Barbara Ryan and Milette Shamir
“Tells us everything we wanted to know about Ben-Hur, and more.”—Journal of the American Academy of Religion

Paper $34.95s 978-0-8156-3403-4 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5331-8

Wins and Losses
Strings
Peter Makuck
“It was a pleasure to read Makuck’s collection of stories. . . . His world was well observed, and I enjoyed my stay within it.”—Gary Fincke, author of Sorry! I Worried You

Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-1082-3 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5391-2

The War of the Wheels
H. G. Wells and the Bicycle
Jeremy Withers
“This book should be required reading for cycle historians and Wellsian enthusiasts but also for those interested in the nexus connecting transport and social change at the turn of the twentieth century.”—Glen Norcliffe, York University, Toronto

Paper $29.95s 978-0-8156-3526-0 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5403-2

The Salome Ensemble
Rose Pastor Stokes, Anzia Yezierska, Sonya Levien, and Jetta Goudal
Alan Robert Ginsberg
Finalist for the National Jewish Book Award
“Restores to vivid life the lives and intertwined careers of four compelling and indomitable women.”—Ross Posnock, author of Color and Culture

Paper $34.95 978-0-8156-1065-6 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5365-3

Inside the TV Writer’s Room
Practical Advice for Succeeding in Television
Edited by Lawrence Meyers
“This humorous work, a roundtable organization of interviews with several screenwriters, discusses sacrifices, cautionary measures, and lessons every TV writer must discover.”—Foreword Reviews

Paper $19.95s 978-0-8156-3520-8 *
Ebook 978-0-8156-5183-8

* also available in cloth/hardcover
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